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The American Crisis was a series of pamphlets
published from 1776 to 1783 during the American
Revolution by eighteenth century Enlightenment
philosopher and author Thomas Paine. The first
volume begins with the famous words "These are the
times that try men's souls." There were sixteen
pamphlets in total together often known as "The
American Crisis" or simply "The Crisis." Thirteen
numbered pamphlets were published between
1776-1777 with three additional pamphlets released
between 1777-1783. The writings were
contemporaneous with the early parts of the
American Revolution, during the times that colonists
needed inspiring. They were written in a language the
common man could manage and are indicative of
Paine's liberal philosophies. Paine signed them with
one of his many pseudonyms "Common Sense." The
writings bolstered the morale of the American
colonists, appealed to the English people's
consideration of the war with America, clarified the
issues at stake in the war and denounced the
advocates of a negotiated peace. We are delighted to
publish this classic book as part of our extensive
Classic Library collection. Many of the books in our
collection have been out of print for decades, and
therefore have not been accessible to the general
public. The aim of our publishing program is to
facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of
literature, and our view is that this is a significant
literary work, which deserves to be brought back into
print after many decades. The contents of the vast
majority of titles in the Classic Library have been
scanned from the original works. To ensure a high
quality product, each title has been meticulously hand
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curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided
by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is
as close as possible to ownership of the original work.
We hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic
work, and that for you it becomes an enriching
experience.

The On-track Indicator as a Predictor of
High School Graduation
PRovides a basic understanding of American crime
problems and historical perspectives. Units include
the study of crime, types of crimes, criminology, and
the criminal justice system.

Polymeric Materials for Solar Thermal
Applications
College Physics, Second Edition is the best solution for
today's college physics market. With a unique, new,
approach to physics that builds a conceptual
framework as motivation for the physical principles,
consistent problem solving coverage strategies,
stunning art, extensive end-of-chapter material, and
superior media support, Giambattista, Richardson,
and Richardson delivers a product that addresses
today's market needs with the best tools available.

Complex Lexical Units
Clay Christensen's groundbreaking bestselling work in
education now updated and expanded, including a
new chapter on Christensen's seminal "Jobs to Be
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Done" theory applied to education. "Provocatively
titled, Disrupting Class is just what America's K-12
education system needs--a well thought-through
proposal for using technology to better serve students
and bring our schools into the 21st Century. Unlike so
many education 'reforms,' this is not small-bore stuff.
For that reason alone, it's likely to be resisted by
defenders of the status quo, even though it's
necessary and right for our kids. We owe it to them to
make sure this book isn't merely a terrific read; it
must become a blueprint for educational
transformation." —Joel Klein, Chancellor of the New
York City Department of Education "A brilliant
teacher, Christensen brings clarity to a muddled and
chaotic world of education." —Jim Collins, bestselling
author of Good to Great “Just as iTunes revolutionized
the music industry, technology has the potential to
transform education in America so that every one of
the nation’s 50 million students receives a high
quality education. Disrupting Class is a must-read, as
it shows us how we can blaze that trail toward
transformation.” —Jeb Bush, former Governor of
Florida According to recent studies in neuroscience,
the way we learn doesn't always match up with the
way we are taught. If we hope to stay competitiveacademically, economically, and technologically-we
need to rethink our understanding of intelligence,
reevaluate our educational system, and reinvigorate
our commitment to learning. In other words, we need
"disruptive innovation." Now, in his long-awaited new
book, Clayton M. Christensen and coauthors Michael
B. Horn and Curtis W. Johnson take one of the most
important issues of our time-education-and apply
Christensen's now-famous theories of "disruptive"
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change using a wide range of real-life examples.
Whether you're a school administrator, government
official, business leader, parent, teacher, or
entrepreneur, you'll discover surprising new ideas,
outside-the-box strategies, and straight-A success
stories. You'll learn how: Customized learning will help
many more students succeed in school Studentcentric classrooms will increase the demand for new
technology Computers must be disruptively deployed
to every student Disruptive innovation can circumvent
roadblocks that have prevented other attempts at
school reform We can compete in the global
classroom-and get ahead in the global market Filled
with fascinating case studies, scientific findings, and
unprecedented insights on how innovation must be
managed, Disrupting Class will open your eyes to new
possibilities, unlock hidden potential, and get you to
think differently. Professor Christensen and his
coauthors provide a bold new lesson in innovation
that will help you make the grade for years to come.
The future is now. Class is in session.

Sepron
Aplusphysics
This is an easy way to nurture all seven intelligences
and provide opportunities for each student to work in
a way that is most appropriate for his or her abilities.

Physics
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Integrating information from several areas of
engineering geology, hydrogeology, geotechnical
engineering, this book addresses the general field of
groundwater from an engineering perspective. It
covers geological engineering as well as
hydrogeological and environmental geological
problems caused by groundwater engineering. It
includes 10 chapters, i.e., basic groundwater theory,
parameter calculation in hydrogeology, prevention of
geological problem caused by groundwater,
construction dewatering, wellpoint dewatering
methods, dewatering wells and drilling, groundwater
dewatering in foundation-pit engineering,
groundwater engineering in bedrock areas, numerical
simulation in groundwater engineering, groundwater
corrosion on concrete and steel. Based on up-to-date
literature, it describes recent developments and
presents several case studies with examples and
problems. It is an essential reference source for
industrial and academic researchers working in the
groundwater field and can also serve as lecture-based
course material providing fundamental information
and practical tools for both senior undergraduate and
postgraduate students in fields of geology
engineering, hydrogeology, geotechnical engineering
or to conduct related research.

The American Crisis
The syndicated food columnist blends childhood
memories, food, and cultural identity in a memoir
revealing what life was like in the 1960s for the only
Asian American family living in the farming
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community of Versailles, Indiana.

Teach Like a Champion 2.0
College Knowledge
Rapid population growth and urbanization is creating
a strong demand for milk in sub - Saharan Africa
(SSA) and the majority of countries have the potential
to meet the growing demand by developing their
domestic resources. This study provides an overview
of dairying in SSA and discusses the principal
constraints to development as well as the experience
gained from some earlier initiatives. It analyzes the
main biological, technical, economic and institutional
issues and summarizes the opportunities and options
for future dairy development. Appropriate strategies
and policies are suggested and estimates are made of
the investment requirements to meet future demand
for dairy products. Some implications for donor
agencies are also considered.

Groundwater Engineering
Never lose another Flash Card again! Great Spanish
vocabulary practice! Practice identifying numbers,
colors, common objects, and commands used
everyday. Look at the Spanish word on one side, then
flip the page to see the word in English. Includes 78
Spanish terms and English translations. Meets state
standards for Spanish Language Arts and English as a
second language. Children will develop proficiency in
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speaking, reading, and print awareness. The spiral
format ensures that you will never loose another flash
card again! Children will find these cards easy-to-use
with their large text and images and the self-checking
ability. Our best-selling Flip-Flash(tm) series helps
children in grades K to 5 learn and reinforce basic
skills in key subject areas. Children can build skills in
Phonics, Vocabulary, Math, States & Capitals, Spanish,
and even Sign Language. Based on National
Standards these cards can be used individually or
with small or large groups. Build your flash card
library today and never loose a card with our FlipFlash(tm) series.

Bento Box in the Heartland
An evil wizard has enchanted the magical beasts of
Avantia - only a true hero can free the beasts and
stop them from destroying the land.

What Works in K-12 Online Learning
“Drop the flashcards—grit, character, and curiosity
matter even more than cognitive skills. A persuasive
wake-up call.”—People Why do some children
succeed while others fail? The story we usually tell
about childhood and success is the one about
intelligence: success comes to those who score
highest on tests, from preschool admissions to SATs.
But in How Children Succeed, Paul Tough argues that
the qualities that matter more have to do with
character: skills like perseverance, curiosity,
optimism, and self-control. How Children Succeed
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introduces us to a new generation of researchers and
educators, who, for the first time, are using the tools
of science to peel back the mysteries of character.
Through their stories—and the stories of the children
they are trying to help—Tough reveals how this new
knowledge can transform young people’s lives. He
uncovers the surprising ways in which parents
do—and do not—prepare their children for adulthood.
And he provides us with new insights into how to
improve the lives of children growing up in poverty.
This provocative and profoundly hopeful book will not
only inspire and engage readers, it will also change
our understanding of childhood itself. “Illuminates the
extremes of American childhood: for rich kids, a
safety net drawn so tight it’s a harness; for poor kids,
almost nothing to break their fall.”—New York Times
“I learned so much reading this book and I came away
full of hope about how we can make life better for all
kinds of kids.”—Slate

Challenging the Conditions of Prisons
and Jails
The myth of fixed intelligence debunked For all the
productive conversation around “mindsets,” what’s
missing are the details of how to convince our
discouraged and underperforming students that
“smart is something you can get.” Until now. With the
publication of High-Expectations Teaching, Jon
Saphier reveals once and for all evidence that the bell
curve of ability is plain wrong—that ability is
something that can be grown significantly if we can
first help students to believe in themselves. In drillPage 9/25
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down detail, Saphier provides an instructional
playbook for increasing student confidence and
agency in the daily flow of classroom life: Powerful
strategies for attribution retraining, organized around
50 Ways to Get Students to Believe in Themselves
Concrete examples, scripts, and classroom structures
and routines for empowering student agency and
choice Dozens of accompanying videos showing highexpectations strategies in action All children in all
schools, regardless of income or social class, will
benefit from the strategies in this book. But for
children of poverty and children of color, our
proficiency with these skills is essential . . . in many
ways life saving. Jon Saphier challenges us
all—educators, students, and parents—to get started
today. About Jon Saphier The author of nine books,
including The Skillful Teacher, Jon Saphier is founder
and president of Research for Better Teaching, Inc.
(RBT), a professional development organization
dedicated since 1979 to improving classroom
teaching and school leadership throughout the United
States and internationally.

Green Solar Cities
This series summary/overview volume—Awakening
into Unity—maps a big-picture view of the essential
features of our intrinsic unity, and brings their
immensity and importance within everyone’s easy,
confident grasp. Perhaps more than any other series
installment, it affords a grand, breathtaking journey
hallmarked with many vital and inspiring stories. First,
it presents the story of my life’s work and awakening
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into inspiring nuances of the unity perspective that
I’m certain will help birth a vibrant, healed future. It
also shares important aspects of unity uncovered
through my extensive research into Big History – the
specific mechanics of the universal creation process
that made us and our world possible. I also share an
integrative vision of how we humans have pursued a
communion with this underlying oneness through
time; via scientific, religious, spiritual, philosophic,
environmental, indigenous perspectives, and more.
This investigation ultimately delivers an expansive
worldview and a compelling environmental ethic
designed to help us re-ground our essentially creative
human nature within the larger universal creation
process. Significantly though, and far beyond simply
presenting my own prescriptive sense of how this
restorative planetary shift might best occur,
Awakening into Unity chronicles myriad ways that
others are already employing this perspective to turn
our ship around. These are the stories of us in our
striving billions, woven together in an informative,
celebratory narrative that brings our diverse worldhealing efforts alive, front and center, for all to see.
This grand saga evidences and honors humanity
moving past climate theory, discussion and debate
into decisive, active engagement; the true global
awakening and life-saving transformation that’s
happening all around us in real time. Unifying threads
of this holistic tapestry source from my own efforts
and those of others in every facet and type of human
entity on Earth today; the pivotal achievements of
notable contributors seeking to co-create a better
future. Together, these examples provide a wealth of
wisdom and practical solutions helpful to all.
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Awakening into Unity thus captures the vital, living,
unprecedented truth that all parts of our world are
now rising and shining into a bright, new, Earthhealing day. No other movement, tradition, belief
system, or collective enterprise can claim such broadbased evolutionary inclusiveness. Terragenesis, Gaia
enthroned, is indeed here; her heart is beating; and
she’s alive! Quite simply, and without exaggeration,
this has become the single most important collective
human effort ever undertaken, and the zeitgeist, the
defining feature and spirit of our time. May this book
serve as an energizing catalyst and helpful road map
for our great leap. And may it help you move
confidently into a brighter future filled with grace,
intelligence, effectiveness, compassion, comradeship,
integration, and Joy!

America: History of Our Nation
A moving portrait of school reform in New Orleans
through the eyes of the students and educators living
it.

College Physics
"This book aims to provide a better understanding of
the significance and dynamics of communication and
transport routes in Angola and its hinterland."--Back
cover.

World History in Documents
Neuroblastoma is a medical enigma. As a childhood
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neoplasm arising from neural crest cells, it is
characterized by diverse clinical behaviors ranging
from spontaneous remission to rapid tumor
progression and death. Although clinical outcome can
be predicted to a large extent by the stage of disease
and the age at diagnosis, an in-depth understanding
of its clinico-pathological behavior, now greatly aided
by sophisticated molecular genetic profiling, will
improve diagnostic precision and refine risk-based
therapies. Comprehensive international efforts have
advanced our understanding of tumor biology and
improved the clinical management of children with
neuroblastoma. This book reviews our current
understanding of the genes and biological pathways
that contribute to neuroblastoma pathogenesis,
modern risk-based treatment approaches for these
patients, and recent advances in biologically based
therapy. It provides a concise up-to-date reference for
practitioners, students, and researchers.

Campaigning for “Education for all”
McCormick on Evidence 5th Ed 2003
Here in one concise volume is St. Augustine's brilliant
analysis of where faith and politics meet - casting a
penetrating light on Roman civilization, the coming
Middle Ages, ecclesiastical politics, and some of the
most powerful ideas in the Western tradition,
including Augustine's famous "just war theory" and
his timeless ideas of how men should live in society.
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Chemistry in the Community (Enhanced
Core Four)
Section 1983 of the U.S. Code permits prisoners to
sue state correctional officials when the conditions of
confinement fail to meet constitutional standards of
physical security, adequate medical treatment,
freedom of religious expression, and so forth. Section
1983 litigation is a major portion of the U.S. District
Courts' civil caseloads; 10% of all civil lawsuits is a
Section 1983 lawsuit. This profile of Section 1983
lawsuits was developed from an examination of more
than 2,700 cases disposed of in 1992 in 9 states
(Alabama, California, Florida, Indiana, Louisiana,
Missouri, New York, Pennsylvania, and Texas).

A Dictionary of Japanese Particles
For English-speaking students of Japanese, particles
are perhaps the most difficult aspect of the language
to learn. It would be no exaggeration to say that, for
most people, they can never be completely mastered.
Thus, the study of particles is a lifetime undertaking,
and students need a lifelong companion to help them
along the way. That companion is A Dictionary of
Japanese Particles. Covering over 100 particles in
alphabetical order, the dictionary explains the
meanings of each (most have more than one) and
gives sample sentences for each meaning.
Illustrations are provided where necessary for
clarification. There are also exercises at the back of
the book for those who wish to test their knowledge of
particle usage. Appendices and endpaper charts are
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provided for easy access. A Dictionary of Japanese
Particles is an essential reference work, meant to be
used over the years as students continue to confront
puzzling particles.

Law Enforcement II
While world history materials date back to prehistoric
times, the field itself is relatively young. Indeed, when
the first edition of Peter Stearns’s best-selling World
History in Documents was published in 1998, world
history was poised for explosive growth, with the
College Board approving the AP world history
curriculum in 2000, and the exam shortly thereafter.
At the university level, survey world history courses
are increasingly required for history majors, and
graduate programs in world history are multiplying in
the U.S. and overseas. World events have changed as
rapidly as the field of world history itself, making the
long-awaited second edition of World History in
Documents especially timely. In addition to including
a new preface, focusing on current trends in the field,
Stearns has updated forty percent of the textbook,
paying particular attention to global processes
throughout history. The book also covers key events
that have altered world history since the publication
of the first edition, including terrorism, global
consumerism, and environmental issues.

Teaching Culturally Diverse Gifted
Students
A new form of distance learning, online learning is
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education in which instruction and content comprising
a formal course of study are delivered primarily via
the Internet. K-12 enrollments in online courses
continue to grow, and while there is great potential in
the virtual schools movement, there are many
challenges inherent in this relatively new method of
education delivery. What Works in K-12 Online
Learning provides a comprehensive overview of
effective online teaching and learning practices.
Based on extensive experience and research,
chapters cover a full spectrum of topics including
virtual course development, online learning in
elementary classrooms, differentiating instruction
online, professional development for teachers of
virtual courses, and the challenges that virtual
schools will face in the future. Also available:
PowerPoint Magic - ISBN 1564842355 RSS for
Educators: Blogs, Newsfeeds, Podcasts, and Wikis in
the Classroom - ISBN 1564842398 About the Author
Cathy Cavanaugh is an associate professor in
instructional technology at the University of North
Florida and the editor of Development and
Management of Virtual Schools. Robert Blomeyer is
an educational technology and K-12 online learning
consultant and co-editor of Case Studies in ComputerAided Learning.

Disrupting Class, Expanded Edition: How
Disruptive Innovation Will Change the
Way the World Learns
The International Journal of Innovation
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and Scholarly Research
How Children Succeed
The Green Solar Cities, EU-Concerto project focuses
on the practical large scale implementation of solar
energy technologies in combination with new build
and retrofit low energy building in the cities of
Copenhagen, with its city part Valby, in Denmark and
Salzburg in Austria. This book aims to influence
decision makers in European cities towards a similar
approach to the Green Solar Cities project, in close
cooperation with leading building component
suppliers, energy companies and engaged builders
also working with local city officials. This book will
benefit those in a situation where many cities aim at a
"Smart City" development, but without clear policies
of how to achieve that in practice. In Denmark there
are similar policies, with an overall aim to be CO2
neutral by year 2025 in the city of Copenhagen.
However, there is still a lack of understanding
concerning, how solar energy as the world’s number
one energy source can play a major role here and
how this can be combined with energy efficiency
policies, use of district heating and combined heat
and power. The general aim is to introduce the
international "Active House" standard and work on
"Active Roofs" of the future. The connection between
solar energy and low energy building and energy
renovation is aimed to be ensured by help of the
"Active House" standard which has been developed in
cooperation with a number of leading building
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component manufacturers in Europe.

AWAKENING INTO UNITY
The First Year Of High School Is A Critical Transition
Period For Students, Those Who Succeed In Their First
Year Are More Likely To Continue To Do well in The
Following Years And Eventually Graduate. Because A
Successful Transition Into High School Is So Important,
In 1999 The Consortion Developed An Indicator To
Gauge Whether Students Make Sufficient Progress In
Their Freshman Year Of High School To Be On-Track
To Graduate Within Four Years. The Evidence
Presented Here Suggests That the On-Track Indicator
Can Be A Valuable Tool For Parents, Schools, And The
School System As They Work To Improve Students
Likelihood Of Graduating.

Hope Against Hope
Although more and more students have the test
scores and transcripts to get into college, far too
many are struggling once they get there. These
students are surprised to find that college coursework
demands so much more of them than high school. For
the first time, they are asked to think deeply, write
extensively, document assertions, solve non-routine
problems, apply concepts, and accept unvarnished
critiques of their work. College Knowledge confronts
this problem by looking at the disconnect between
what high schools do and what colleges expect and
proposes a solution by identifying what students need
to know and be able to do in order to succeed. The
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book is based on an extensive three-year project
sponsored by the Association of American Universities
in partnership with The Pew Charitable Trusts. This
landmark research identified what it takes to succeed
in entry-level university courses. Based on the
project's findings - and interviews with students,
faculty, and staff - this groundbreaking book
delineates the cognitive skills and subject area
knowledge that college-bound students need to
master in order to succeed in today's colleges and
universities. These Standards for Success cover the
major subject areas of English, mathematics, natural
sciences, social sciences, second languages, and the
arts.

Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of
Human Societies
Bridging the gap between basic science and
technological applications, this is the first book
devoted to polymers for solar thermal applications.
Clearly divided into three major parts, the
contributions are written by experts on solar thermal
applications and polymer scientists alike. The first
part explains the fundamentals of solar thermal
energy especially for representatives of the plastics
industry and researchers. Part two then goes on to
provide introductory information on polymeric
materials and processing for solar thermal experts.
The third part combines both of these fields,
discussing the potential of polymeric materials in
solar thermal applications, as well as demands on
durability, design and building integration. With its
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emphasis on applications, this monograph is relevant
for researchers at universities and developers in
commercial companies.

The Political Writings of St. Augustine
One of the most influential teaching guides
ever—updated! Teach Like a Champion 2.0 is a
complete update to the international bestseller. This
teaching guide is a must-have for new and
experienced teachers alike. Over 700,000 teachers
around the world already know how the techniques in
this book turn educators into classroom champions.
With ideas for everything from classroom
management to inspiring student engagement, you
will be able to perfect your teaching practice right
away. The first edition of Teach Like a Champion
influenced thousands of educators because author
Doug Lemov's teaching strategies are simple and
powerful. Now, updated techniques and tools make it
even easier to put students on the path to college
readiness. Here are just a few of the brand new
resources available in the 2.0 edition: Over 70 new
video clips of real teachers modeling the techniques
in the classroom (note: for online access of this
content, please visit my.teachlikeachampion.com) A
selection of never before seen techniques inspired by
top teachers around the world Brand new structure
emphasizing the most important techniques and step
by step teaching guidelines Updated content
reflecting the latest best practices from outstanding
educators With the sample lesson plans, videos, and
teachlikeachampion.com online community, you will
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be teaching like a champion in no time. The
classroom techniques you'll learn in this book can be
adapted to suit any context. Find out why Teach Like
a Champion is a "teaching Bible" for so many
educators worldwide.

Dairy Development in Sub-Saharan Africa
Civil society organizations have risen up the global
education agenda since the international community
adhered to the 'Education For All' Action Framework in
the 'World Education Forum' that was held in Dakar in
2000. With the foundation of the Global Campaign for
Education (GCE) civil society advocacy has sought to
ensure that national governments, donors and
international organisations make the necessary
efforts to guarantee quality education for all children
in the world. This book explores the strategies and
actions, as well as the challenges and impact of civil
society organizations in the achievement of the
'Education For All' international commitments. It does
so by specifically focusing on seven national coalitions
affiliated to the GCE. From Africa, to Asia to Latin
America the book shows how these coalitions work
and manage the differences between their different
types of constituencies, explores their varied tactics
and strategies, and explains their successes and
failures after more than a decade of coordinated
action. The book also provides a concise and
comprehensive synthesis of findings from the distinct
case studies and offers a series of lessons learned
that are vital for education practitioners, academics,
activists and policy-makers committed to more
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equitable and relevant education systems around the
world.

Spanish - Level II
This volume comprises select papers presented
during TRANSOILCOLD 2019. It covers the challenges
and problems faced by engineers, designers,
contractors, and infrastructure owners during
planning and building of transport infrastructure in
Arctic and cold regions. The contents of this book will
be of use to researchers and professional engineers
alike.

Angola Em Movimento
Featuring more than five hundred questions from past
Regents exams with worked out solutions and
detailed illustrations, this book is integrated with
APlusPhysics.com website, which includes online
questions and answer forums, videos, animations, and
supplemental problems to help you master Regents
Physics Essentials.

High Expectations Teaching
Developed specifically for middle school American
history programs, this text covers American History
from the roots of the American people to the present.

Neuroblastoma
"Physics" 2nd edition is an alternate version of the
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"College Physics" 3rd edition text by
Giambattista/Richardson/Richardson. The key
difference is that "Physics" covers kinematics and
forces in the more traditional organization of
beginning with Kinematics and proceeding to forces.
("College Physics" takes an integrated approach to
forces and kinematics, introducing forces and
interweaving kinematics.).

Geometry Intermediate
Both compounds and multi-word expressions are
complex lexical units, made up of at least two
constituents. The most basic difference is that the
former are morphological objects and the latter result
from syntactic processes. However, the exact
demarcation between compounds and multi-word
expressions differs greatly from language to language
and is often a matter of debate in and across
languages. Similarly debated is whether and how
these two different kinds of units complement or
compete with each other. The volume presents an
overview of compounds and multi-word expressions in
a variety of European languages. Central questions
that are discussed for each language concern the
formal distinction between compounds and multiword expressions, their formation and their status in
lexicon and grammar. The volume contains chapters
on German, English, Dutch, French, Italian, Spanish,
Greek, Russian, Polish, Finnish, and Hungarian as well
as a contrastive overview with a focus on German. It
brings together insights from word-formation theory,
phraseology and theory of grammar and aims to
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contribute to the understanding of the lexicon, both
from a language-specific and cross-linguistic
perspective.

Transportation Soil Engineering in Cold
Regions, Volume 1
"Fascinating. Lays a foundation for understanding
human history."—Bill Gates In this "artful, informative,
and delightful" (William H. McNeill, New York Review
of Books) book, Jared Diamond convincingly argues
that geographical and environmental factors shaped
the modern world. Societies that had had a head start
in food production advanced beyond the huntergatherer stage, and then developed religion --as well
as nasty germs and potent weapons of war --and
adventured on sea and land to conquer and decimate
preliterate cultures. A major advance in our
understanding of human societies, Guns, Germs, and
Steel chronicles the way that the modern world came
to be and stunningly dismantles racially based
theories of human history. Winner of the Pulitzer
Prize, the Phi Beta Kappa Award in Science, the RhonePoulenc Prize, and the Commonwealth club of
California's Gold Medal.
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